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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

B. 

This document describes the Deep Space Network (DSN) Radio Science 

System at a technical level. Its purpose is to serve as a user's guide 

toward the application, capabilities, and detailed characteristics of 

the Radio Science System. The description follows the data flow from 

end-to-end, beginning with the Radio Frequency (RF) signal reception 

and extending through to the final point of conditioned data ready for 

delivery to the scientific user. 

The description applies for the time period 1980 through 1983. 

included are the system definition, funtional description, performance 

characteristics, and data formats. 

DSN DEFINITION OF RADIO SCIENCE 

The formal DSN definition of Radio Science is as follows: The 

acquisition and extraction of information from spacecraft-transmitted 

signals which have been directly affected by passage through or affected 

by: 

( l ) Planetary neutral atmospheres 

( 2) Planetary ionospheres 

( 3) Planetary magnetospheres 

( 4) Solar corona (plasma) 

( 5) 'Gravitation (relativity) 

(6) Interplanetary media 

( 7) Planetary rings (particles) 
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and indirectly affected by forces acting upon the spacecraft: 

(8) Gravity waves 

(9) Gravitational fields 

(10) Planetary atmospheric winds (e.g., Pioneer Venus wind experiment) 

(11) Solar radiation 

C. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DSN RADIO SCIENCE SYSTEM 

The capabilities of the DSN Radio Science System were initially 

implemented in 1978 to support two Pioneer Venus radio science experi-

mants and had a significant operational and financial impact on the 

DSN. The Pioneer Venus Multiprobe Mission included a Differential 

Long Baseline Interferometry (DLBI) experiment for measuring Venusian 

wind velocities during the descent of four probes through the planet's 

atmosphere. The second experiment involved daily planetary occulta-

tions performed by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter spacecraft during an 

initial three-month period starting in December 1978, and followed by 

a shorter occultation period in May 1979. 

The requirements for these three experiments made it clear that 

special equipment and procedures would be needed. The Multiprobe 

DLBI experiment required the reception of four probe signals and one 

Bus spacecraft signal by a 2 MHz bandwidth, highly phase-stable (open-

loop) receiver. Recording of the receiver output required a high-

precision, very high rate digital recorder. The Orbiter occultations 

involved daily RF reception of both S- and X-band frequencies and 

real-time A-to-D conversion at a computer-compatible tape recording 

rate. Processing this quantity of occultation data using then-current 
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techniques would have resulted in significant cost. Since processing 

costs are approximately linear with recorded bandwidth, the receiving 

subsystem was designed to drive its receiver first local oscillator 

with the predicted received Orbiter frequency (including an estimate 

of the Venusian atmospheric refraction), thus keeping the receiver band 

pass center frequency close to the expected received frequency. This 

technique allowed the use of a receiver output bandwidth approximately 

10 to 100 times narrower than previous occultation support systems. 

These new radio science capabilities - "real-time bandwidth re-

duction*" and wide bandwidth recording - were quickly identified as 

having multimission application, making it appropriate to incorporate 

these functions into a Deep Space Station (DSS) Radio Science Sub-

system (DRS) at 64-meter subnet stations. In addition, it was decided 

to locate a capability at JPL for nonreal-time bandwidth reduction 

of wide bandwidth radio science data. This equipment was installed 

at the Compatibility Test Area 21 (CTA 21) and constitutes the Network 

Radio Science Subsystem (WRS). 

D. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 

* 

The following documents are referenced in the text of this docu-

ment: 

( 1 ) 810-5 

( 2) 820-13 

Deep Space Network/Flight Project Interface Design 
Handbook 

Deep Space Network System Requirements - Detailed 
Interface 

The term "real-time bandwidth reduction" is defined as the process of 
driving the receiver, local oscillator, with frequency versus time pre-
dictions, to permit the received RF signal to pass through fixed-frequency, 
relatively narrow bandwidth, filters as it is further downconverted to 
video-band range for digital tape recording. 
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(3) TM512164 Technical Manual Occultation Data Assembly 

(4) 824-17 Deep Space Station Subsystem Requirements CTA 21 
Radio Science Subsystem 

E. ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviations and acronyms are normally defined after the first 

text use of the technical term. These are listed and defined below as 

additional reference. 

DSS 

ORA 

OSN 

DRS 

DTS 

FMA 

rns 
GCF 

HSDL 

DLBI 

IDR 

BPF 

MMR 

NOC 

NIC 

POEAS 

PCT 

LCP 

RCP 

ODA 

Deep Space Station 

Digital Recording Assembly 

Deep Space Network 

DSS Radio Science Subsystem 

DSS Tracking Subsystem 

Format/Monitor Assembly 

Frequency Monitor Subassembly 

Ground Communication Facility 

High-Speed Data Line 

Differential Long Baseline Interferometry 

Intermediate Data Record 

Band Pass Filter 

Multi-Mission Receiver 

Network Data Control 

Network Information Control 

Planetary Orbit Ephemeris Atmosphere Studies 

Polynomial Coefficient Tape 

Left-Circular Polarization 

Right-Circular Polarization 

Occultation Data Assembly 
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TWM Traveling Wave Maser 

NOCC Network Operations Control Center 

WBDL Wide Band Data Line 

WRS Network Radio Science Subsystem 

PO Programmed Oscillator 

POCA Programmed Oscillator Control Assembly 

SSI Spectral Signal Indicator 

NOS Network Display Subsystem 

NRS NOCC Radio Science Subsystem 

DST Data System Terminal Assembly 

FTS Frequency and Timing Subsystem 

NBO Narrow Band Occultation Converter 

MBO 

CTA-21 

Medium Band Occultation Converter 

Compatibility Test Area 21 

DTS DSS Tracking Subsystem 

AGC Automatic Gain Control 

PPM Precision Power Monitor 

RFI Radio Frequency Interference 

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

ODR Original Data Record 

LED Light Emitting Diode 

LSB Least Significant Bit 

ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter 

DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter 

NOCA Network Operations Control Area 

SNT System Noise Temperature 

1-5 
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DTV Digital Television 
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SECTION II 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

A functional description of the DSN Ratio Science System will be made 

in this section by tracing the signal from its reception, at the S- and X-

band spectra, downconversion to video band frequencies, ditigization and 

formatting, and magnetic tape recording at the Deep Space Station (DSS). 

Description of additional data conditioning, at the Network Radio 

Science Subsystem (WRS), located at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), are 

also included in this section. 

The following description will be in functional terms with Section III 

containing more detailed information. Section III will describe the Radio 

Science System in terms of specific technical and performance characteristics. 

A. BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

Figures 2-1, -2, and -3 are functional block diagrams of the major 
Radio Science Subsystems involved with the end-to-end data flow. The 

DSS and WRS are the main elements of the DSN Radio Science System 

illustrated by these diagram. 

Since the emphasis of the block diagram is on the data, many 

of the subsystems which serve support functions are not shown. 

Typical of these are the DSS Tracking, Monitor and Control, and the 

Ground Communications (GCF) subsystems. Their functional description 

howeyer, are contained within this section. 

B. MICROWAVE SUBSYSTEM 

The 64 M antenna subnet of the DSN are equipped with the capa-

bility of receiving the spacecraft transmitted signal at S- and X-band 

2-1 
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simultaneously for both right- and left-band circular polarizations 

(RCP, LCP). 

Microwave switching is contained within the configuration to 

permit various combinations of received frequency spectra and polari-

zation. Traveling Wave Maser (TWM) microwave preamplifiers, together 

with the microwave optics, provide low system-noise temperature capa-

bilities. See Figure 2-1. 

C. RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM 

The receiver subsystem, used in the Radio Science system, does 

not automatically "phase-track" the received spacecraft carrier sig-

nal as done by the Doppler and Telemetry systems (i.e., phase-locked 

loop configuration), but utilizes a conventional superheterodyne con-

figuration [also called Open Loop Receiver (OLR) or Multiple Mission 

Receiver (MMR)] that downconverts the carrier spectrum to an intermediate 

frequency (IF), which is bandpass filtered, and further downconverted 

to video frequencies. Two separate receivers receive the RCP and 

LCP signal at S-band, and two additional receivers are used for RCP 

and LCP reception at X-band. See Figure 2-1. 

The first local oscillator for the receivers is driven·by a 

computer-programmable frequency synthesizer whose output frequency can 

be controlled by digital information (established by previous predic-

tions) from the DSS Radio Science subsystem (DRS). This allows the 

receiver to indirectly track the spacecraft signal, which contains the 

offset frequency changes due to Doppler and intervening transmission 

media effects. The resultant converted IF signal contains 
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little frequency offset as a function of time and thus permits use 

of selectable narrow-band filters to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR). The programmed oscillator frequency is counted and this infor-

mation is similarly recorded along with the data. 

This first, local-oscillator frequency synthesizer is used for 

both the S- and X-band receivers and, with a frequency multiplication 

factor, permits the reception of the S- and X-band signals in a co-

herent manner. 

This technique has the combined advantage of a dynamic receiving-

recording system to instantaneously receive and record on magnetic 

tape, the two coherently related transmitted signal with good SNR and 

moderate data rates to permit the data transmission via the high-speed 

and wide-band data lines (HSDL, WBDL). 

The first IF signals, which encompass relatively wide-band spectra, 

are downconverted to the second IF by a fixed frequency second local 

oscillator. This second IF signal, and a following third IF signal, 

are bandwidth limited by crystal band-pass filters (BPF) with selec-

tions of medium-, narrow-, and very-narrow values. The relation of 

the local oscillators, IFs, and BPF center frequencies places the 

local oscillator frequency near or removed from the band edge of the 

filters and the IF signal (carrier) at the BPF center. 

The filtered spectra, containing the carrier signal, are then 

downconverted to video frequencies with little resultant noise-image 

degradation. These signals are then sent to the digital subsystem. 

2-6 
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D. RADIO SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM 

The DSS Radio Science Subsystem (DRS) is comprised of the Occul-

tation Data Assembly (ODA) and the Digital Recording Assembly (ORA) 

which digitizes, formats, time tags, and records the data received by 

the subsystem. See Figure 2-2. The following paragraphs describe how 

this subsystem is used to provide these Radio Science System functions: 

(a) Wide Bandwidth Recording for Subsequent Nonreal-Time Bandwidth 

Reduction. 

Wide bandwidth spectra, containing radio science signals, 

are received by wide bandwidth open-loop receivers and then digitized 

and recorded on the high-rate, high-precision ORA. The ORA re-

cordings are shipped via Network Document Control (NDC) to CTA-21, 

where the (radio science) data spectra is processed and bandwidth 

reduced by the NWK Radio Science Subsystem (WRS). The digitized, 

bandwidth-reduced data are supplied to the project on computer-

compatible magnetic tape. 

(b) Real-Time Bandwidth Reduction (Narrow/Very-Narrow Bandwidth). 

Real-time bandwidth reduction for narrow/very-narrow band-

width data is initiated when a spacecraft state vector is supplied 

to the 11 POEAS11 software program. The output of the POEAS program 

is a Polynomial Coefficient Tape (PCT), which includes the fre-

quency-dependent, planetary atmosphere-refracted spacecraft 

observables. The PCT is input to the Network Control (NC) Track-

ing Subsystem software program 11PREDIK.11 The output of PREDIK con-

sists of radio science formatted downlink frequency predictions, 

which are transmitted to the appropriate 64-m DSS via HSDL. The 
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predictions are received by the ODA which processes the predic-

tions and provides them to the Programmed Oscillator Control 

Assembly (POCA). The POCA drives a Programmed Oscillator (PO), 

whose output is frequency multiplied up to S-band, X-band as 

the first local oscillator frequencies for injection into the 

first mixers. The receivers, with additional frequency mixing, 

convert the received RF signals to video band spectra signals 

which are digitized and recorded on magnetic tape along with the 

counted output of the PO. During actual operations, the ODA-

recorded signals are validated (singly) by the Signal Spectrum 

Indicator (SSI). After data acquisition is complete, the ODA 

formats the data for WBDL transmission to the GCF Data Records 

Subsystem (GDR). The real-time bandwidth-reduced data are 

supplied on computer-compatible tape to the appropriate flight 

project. 

Real-time Bandwidth Reduction (Medium Bandwidth) 

Generation of radio science predictions and subsequent hand-

ling by the ODA, POCA, and PO are the same as described in the 

preceding paragraph. In this case, however, four spacecraft sig-

nals (permutations of LCP and RCP, and S- and X-band) are acquired 

by the four-channel medium-bandwidth MMR, and mixed with appro-

priate PO and fixed oscillator frequencies. The ·mixed product(s) 

are filtered and downconverted to video band and provided to the 

DRS. Within the DRS, the signals are digitized and recorded on 

the ORA. During data acquisition, the recorded signals are verified 

(singly) by the SSI. Subsequent to data acquisition, the ORA-recorded 

data and the various PO data recorded on computer-compatible tape by 

the ODA are shipped to the WRS. 

2-8 
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(d) Real-Time System Performance Validation 

Digital spectrum (radio science) data from the SSI are pro-

vided to the ODA where tney are formatted for WBDL transmission to 

the NOCC. The digital spectrum data are routed to the NC Radio 

Science Subsystem (NRS) which processes the data to form a replica 

of the original (SSI) spectral display. The NC Display Subsystem 

(NOS) displays the spectra, amplitude and frequency, in the Net-

work Operations Control Area (NOCA) and, additionally, provides 

the displays to the appropriate project area(s) for viewing by 

radio science experimenters. Additionally, the NRS provides dis-

plays of the DRS status and configuration. 

l. Occultation Data Assembly 

The ODA performs real-time processing and recording of 

radio science occultation data that were downconverted to 

video band by the receiver subsystem. Similarly, it inter-

faces with other DSS subsystems within the DRS. See Figure 

2-2. The primary functions are as follows: 

(1) Receives programmed oscillator frequency predictions and 

uses the information to control the POCA and PO frequency 

which drives S- and X-band open-loop receiver's local 

oscillator. 

(2) Digitizes analog output data of four open-loop receiver 

channels and configures data channels in the desired 

sample rate. 

(3) Formats and records the digitized data on magnetic 

tape in real time. 

2-9 
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(4) Plays back recorded data for transmission to the NOCC. 

(5) Provides output to the SSI for real-time performance 

verification. 

(6) Directly monitors frequency from the POCA synthesizer 

output for verification. 

( 7) 

(8) 

( 9) 

( l O) 

Provides control and status reports to and from the 

Data System Terminal Assembly (DST). 

Receives time and frequency reference from the Fre-

quency and Timing Subsystem (FTS). 

Receives spectral data from the SSI and transmits it 

to NOCC via WBDL. 

Receives system noise temperature (SNT) data from the 

Precision Power Monitor (PPM) assembly and records it 

on an Original Data Record (ODR). 

The functional block diagram of the ODA is shown in 

Figure 2-4 and is comprised of the Medium-Band Occultation 

Converter (MBO), Narrow-Band Occultation Converter (NBO), 

and Frequency Monitor Converter (FMS) subassemblies. 

a. Medium-Band Occultation Converter Subassembly 

The MBO contains four channels of analog-to-

digital converters which digitize the video band 

spectra signals from the receiver- subsystem. The 

digitized data are formatted and, together with 

frame sync, clock, and timing pulse information, 

are sent to the ORA for recording. In addition, 

2-10 
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the real-time read-after-write data from the DRA 

are reconstructed and sent to the SSI for verifi-

cation of the recorded data. 

b. Narrow-Band Converter Subassembly 

C. 

The NBO digitizes the input data (four-channel 

video-band analog signal from the receiver subsystem) 

and sends the data to the ODA computer for recording 

on magnetic tape. In addition, the recorded digi-

tized data are converted to an analog signal for 

display by the SSI to verify the signal presence 

on the recorded data. 

Frequency Monitor Assembly 

The Frequency Monitor Subsystem (FMS) monitors 

the output frequency of the receiver programmed 

frequency synthesizer. See Figures 2-1, -2. The 

FMS is controlled by the ODA computer program which 

specifies the mode of operation. The frequency 

counted data are sent to the ODA computer which 

incorporates this information into its output data. 

2. Digital Recording Assembly (DRA) 

The DRA receives the digitized and formatted data to-

gether with the clock, frame sync, and timing information via 

input Port 2 and the input data selector. See Figure 2-2. 

Simultaneously, timing signals from the FTS which are input 

into the time track format subassembly, are sent to one of 

the digital tape recorders for magnetic tape recording. 
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Normally, data are recorded on one recorder and towards 

the end of its tape supply the second tape recorder is acti-

vated to provide a continuous recording of the received data. 

The ORA has the capability for data playback, but this is not 

normally done at the DSS. The recorded tapes are sent to the 

WRS where the data are played back and receive additional data 

processing. (See Paragraph E.) 

E. DATA DELIVERY FROM DSS 

The DRS tape data, recorded at the DSS, are sent to the WRS 

via the Network Data Control (NOC), when the data are reproduced and 

written on computer-compatible tape. 

Real-time bandwidth-reduced data (very narrow- and narrow-bandwidth), 

recorded on the ODA together with the frequency-counted output of the PO, 

are formatted and transmitted via the WBDL to the GCF GDR in nonreal-

time. The ODA receives the digital data from the SSI, during an opera-

tional sequence, and after formatting the data transmits these data via 

the WBDL to NOCC as display information within the NOCC NRS. Similarly, 

DRS status data are sent to the NRS via HSDL. 

F. NETWORK RADIO SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM 

The WRS, located at the Compatibility Test Area 21 (CTA-21) per-

forms the following functions. See Figure 2-3. 

(l) Bandwidth-reduction of the ORA wide-bandwidth re0orded tapes 

according to a predicted frequency profile. 

(2) Playback of medium-band data recorded by the ORA (at the DSS) 

and written on computer-compatible tapes. 

2-13 
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The wide-bandwidth data are reduced in bandwidth by using the 

Bandwidth Reduction Filter (BRF). The wideband data, played back on 

the DRA, are digitally mixed with a local oscillator signal whose 

frequency follows the stored frequency profile obtained from the NOCC 

computer program "PREDIK" via the HSDL. The bandwidth reduction pro-

cess uses an integrate-and-dump digital filter which is preset to the 

starting sample and predicted frequency. 

The processing proceeds at the wideband tape sample rates and 

results in a bandwidth reductionl/200to 1/4000 (by selection) of the 

input Bandwidth. The 6andwidth-reduced data are written on computer-

compatible tape for delivery to the experimenters. 

The medium-bandwidth recorded tape, which contains four channels 

of data, is replayed by the DRA and sent to the MBO assembly. The 

MBO extracts one of the 4 channels and sends the data to the computer 

where it is recorded on computer-compatible tape. The process is con-

tinuous, playing back and recording each data channel sequentially, 

until all recorded data have been played back and recorded on the tape. 

The recorded data, on computer-compatible tape, are delivered to 

the experimenters. 

G. SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS 

Various subsystems, contained within major systems and elements, 

contribute to maintaining the data flow in a correct and reliable manner 

by providing radio science predicts and additional information, monitor-

ing, control, and communications. These subsystems will be defined and 

their functions described as follows. 
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l. Deep Space Station (DSS) 

a. Tracking Subsystem 

The DSS Tracking Subsystem (DTS) generates a range code 

that modulates the S-band uplink carrier. This signal is 

received and demodulated by the spacecraft which uses this 

signal to modulate the downlink carrier. The DSS receiver 

demodulates the retransmitted spectrum and sends the infor-

mation to the DTS. The DTS compares the demodulated range 

code to a model of the originally transmitted range code and 

computes the round trip signal delay to and from the space-

craft. These data are formatted and transmitted to the GCF 

data records subsystem which produces an Intermediate Data 

Record (IDR) tape and the data are delivered to the project. 

The Doppler frequency, output from the DSS receiver-exciter 

subsystem, is counted, data formatted, and delivered to the 

project via the GCF data records subsystem. These radio-

metric data support radio science celestial mechanics and 

general relativity experiments in addition to providing a 

partial backup to the open-loop system. 

In addition, the Tracking Subsystem computes data resid-

uals and noise estimates, receives and stores predicts, and 

provides partial status information to the Monitor and Control 

Subsystem including receiver automatic gain control (AGC) volt-

age levels and lock status. 

b. Receiver-Exciter Subsystem 

The SSI assem6ly provides local displays of received 
signal spectral and routes spectral data to the radio science 
subsystem. These displays are used to validate radio science 
system data at the DSS, NOCC, and project areas. 
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The PPM measures system temperatures by injecting known 

amounts of noise power into the signal path and comparing the 

total power within a given bandwidth before and during periods 

of noise injection. System temperature measurements are made 

for each of the four TWMs by utilizing the closed-loop re-

ceivers as monitoring devices. This use of these receivers 

imposes a configuration constraint in monitoring the four 

TWMs. That is, the Block IV receivers must monitor X-band 

RCP/LCP TWMs and the Block III receivers are used to moni-

tor S-band RCP/LCP TWMs. 

c. Monitor and Control Subsystem 

The Monitor and Control Subsystem provides control in-

formation to the DSS Subsystems, including Radio Science and 

Tracking Subsystems, and also provides partial status infor-

mation for these subsystems. It generates the angle drive 

tape for the Antenna Pointing Subsystem (APS) and, in addition, 

controls the SSI and PPM in the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem. 

It receives the system temperature information from the PPM 

for display on the DST and also relays this information to 

the NOCC Monitor Subsystem for display in NOCC and the project 

Mission support area. 

2. Ground Communications Facility (GCF) 

The GCF provides the communication requirements of the Radio 

Science System. These facilities exist at the DSS and JPL. 
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a. GCF High-Speed Data Subsystem 

The High-Speed Data Subsystem transmits radio science 

predictions from the NOCC to the DSS and CTA-21, and Radio 

Science System performance validation data from the DSS to 

NOCC. 

b. GCF Wideband Subsystem 

In real time, the Wideband Subsystem transmits SSI data 

from the DSS to the NOCC. 

c. GCF Data Records Subsystem 

The GCF Data Records Subsystem formats and provides 

radio science data on computer-compatible tape to the flight 

projects. 

3. Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) 

a. NOCC Radio Science Subsystem 

The NOCC Radio Science Subsystem generates open- and 

closed-loop radio science Digital Television (DTV) graphics 

displays, and DRS status and configuration displays. In 

addition, the NRS provides the planetary atmosphere refracted 

trajectory input to the NOCC Support Subsystem for the pur-

pose of generating radio science predicts. 

b. NOCC Monitor Subsystem 

The NOCC Monitor Subsystem displays system temperature 

information and provides the monitor IDR tape upon which sys-

tem temperature information is delivered to the project. 
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c. NOCC Support Subsystem 

The NOCC Support Subsystem generates DSS frequency and 

tracking predicts using a polynomial coefficent tape produced 

by the POEAS software as input. In addition, predicts can 

be generated using manual inputs. 

d. NOCC Display Subsystem 

The NOCC Display Subsystem provides the NOCC Radio Science 

Subsystem generated radio science displays to the Network 

Operations Control and Project Radio Science Support Areas 

and the control data to the NOCC Radio Science Subsystem. 

e. NOCC Tracking Subsystem 

The NOCC Tracking Subsystem generates tracking system 

status displays and transmits them to the display subsystem 

for routing and display. 
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SECTION I II 

DETAILED SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

This section will describe the DSN Radio Science System in greater 

detail than the functional description given in Section II. Performance 

characteristics, in tabular form, will be included in addition to the de-

tailed technical descriptton. 

The description will progress from input signal reception through 

the system to data acquisition and processing to the point of data delivery 

following the data flow path as done in Section II. This will include the 

system's RF performance characteristics at the DSS microwave input, followed 

by the receiver, digital, Network Radio Science, and support subsystems 

characteristics. 

Also included is a description on the software associated with the 

system relative to the BW reduction, MBO operation and experimenter's 

data. 

A. RF INPUT SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

The performance characteristics referenced to the system's RF 

microwave input, are tabulated below in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. SYSTEM RF INPUT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS, 64-M DSS 

l. System Noise Temperature, T
0

p 

a. S-Band 

l ) Zenith T referenced to TWM input terminal under op 
clear, dry air 
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Table 3-1. SYSTEM RF INPUT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Cont.) 

a) TWM 1 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

b) TWM 2 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

Diplex path 

Orthogonal path 

Diplex path 

Orthogonal path 

22 ± 3 K 

18 ± 3 K 

26 ± 3 K 

23 ± 3 K 

2) For increase in system noise temperature as a function 

of elevation angle, see Figures ·3-1. 

b. X-Band 

1) Zenith T
0
p referenced to TWM input terminal under 

clear, dry air 

a) TWM l 

b) TWM 2 

21 ± 3 K 

21 ± 3 K 

2) For increase in system noise temperature as a function 

of elevation angle, see Figures 3-2. 

3) For additional X-band zenith attenuation due to clouds 

and other atmospheric effects, see Document 810-5, 

TCI-40. (Excerpts are included as Appendix A.) 

2. Polarization 

a. S-Band 

1) Ellipticity 

RCP, LCP 

3-2 

RCP, LCP or Rotatable 
· Linear; remotely selec-

able orthogonal pairs 
at a time. 

<0.56 dB 
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Table 3-1. SYSTEM RF INPUT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Cont.) 

b. X-Band 

l) Ellipticity 

RCP, LCP 

B. RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM 

Ren, LCP remotely select-
able orthogonal output 
available 

<l.2 dB 

Four separate RF channel receivers are available for receiving the 

S- and X-band spectra with options of RCP and LCP, See Figure 2-1. The 

receivers are capable of receiving the spectra simultaneously and co-

herently, and can follow the spacecraft's changing frequency, due to 

Doppler and transmission media effect, by using a computer-programmable 

first local oscillator. 

Selectable Band Pass Filters (BPF) are used at the Intermediate 

Frequencies (IF) to enhance the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

The BPF signals are then downconverted to video band frequencies with 

little resultant noise-image degradation. The receiver key character-

istics are tabulated in Table 3-2 with details described below. 

1. Receiver First Local Oscillator 

Both S-band receivers (RF channels) utilize a common first 

local oscillator heterodyning signal whose input frequency is 

o6tained from a digitally controlled frequency synthesizer 

(Programmed Oscillator, PO) with an output frequency of 45 MHz. 

The control is obtained from a Programmed Oscillator Control Assembly 

(POCA). The POCA is an assembly of the ODA, and its details 

are explained in Subsection E. 
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The POCA control information is based on time variant frequency 

predictions which allow the received spacecraft carrier frequency 

to remain within the band pass of the channel band-pass filters. 

Similarly, the X-band receivers first local oscillator fre-

quency is obtained from this same PO, via appropriate frequency 

multipliers and shifters by the 11/3 factor, to permit the simul-

taneous coherent reception of the S- and X-band signals. 

The relationship of the system receive frequency to the PO 

and intermediate frequencies are listed in Table 3-2. 

Intermediate Frequencies, Fixed Local Oscillators, and BPF 

The first IF is approximately 300 MHz, and with a second 

local oscillator at 290 MHz the second IF becomes 10 MHz. This 

is also the fixed-frequency of the medium-bandwidth BPF in the 

LCP channel for both the S- and X-band RF channels. A third 

10 MHz local oscillator then downconverts these IF (carrier) 

signals to video band. 

Similarly, for the RCP channels, the 10 MHz second IF 

circuitry contains tne medium- and narrow-BPFs, while a 10 MHz 

third oscillator is used to downconvert the IF spectra to video 

band. For the very-narrow bandwidth, RCP channel, the third 

local oscillator is 9.9 MHz that develops a third IF at 100 kHz. 

This is similarly the fixed frequency of the very-narrow BPFs. 

A fourth local oscillator, for this channel, is at 100 kHz that 

is used to downconvert this spectrum to video band. The above 

IFs and LOs are applicable to both S- and X-band RF channels. 
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Table 3-2. RADIO SCIENCE RECEIVER KEY 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Parameter Performance Characteristics 

1. RFDownlinkSignal 
Frequency Range 
a. S-band, FRS 

b . X-band , F RX 

2. Receiving Frequency 
a. S-band 

l ) F RS (MHz) 

2) FIF (MHz) 
l 

narrow, medium BW 

3) FIF (MHz) 
l 

very-narrow BW 

b. X-band 

l) FRX 

2) FI F 
l 

narrow, medium BW 

3) FI F 
l 

very-narrow BW 

3. Number of RF Channels 
a. S-band 
b. X-band 

4. Phase Stability 
(within -1 dB BW, 
tt = (1000 sec)* 

a. Single Channel 
l) S-band 
2) X-band 

b. Differential 
l ) ( S-ba nd) 

-(3/11 x X-band) 
2) (RCF) - (LCP) 

5. Spurious Signals 

* Engineering Estimate 

3-7 

2290 to 2300 MHz 

8400 to 8435 MHz 

FRS ( 48Fpo) + FI Fl 

FIF 
(BPFBW_lOdB) 

300 + - 2 l 

FI F 300 + 
3(BPF BW_10 dB) 

l 2 

FRX 11[ (16Fpo) + (1
8
1 X 100 MHz)] 

+ FIF 
l 

FIF 300 + 
(BPFBW_lOdB) 

l 2 

IC 300 + 
~( BPF BW _ 1 0 dB) 

. IF l 

RCP and LCP 
RCP and LCP 

1:: 36 degrees RSS 
'<:: 132 degrees RSS 

t l 0 degrees RSS 

( l degree RSS 

2 

- 60 dB below carrier 

• 
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IF-Video Downconverters 

The downconversion of the carrier signal by successively 

heterodyning through intermediate frequencies permitted the SNR 

enhancement by using BPFs. The appropriate ratio selection of 

the intermediate frequencies provides good image rejection and 

immunity from radio frequency interference (RFI). The method 

for rejecting the adjacent image Cparticularly noise spectral den-

sity) foldover at the final downconversion to video band was 

achieved by offsetting the local oscillator to the edge or away 

from the BPF band center. 

For example, Figure 3-3 illustrates the response of the 

medium- and narrow-band BPFs with the 10 MHz third local oscilla-

tor frequency set at the filter edge. The computer control of 

the first local oscillator frequency maintains this relative loca-

tion. The image response amplitude, the dashed line shown in the 

figure, is below the passband amplitude within the usable band-

width (i.e., -1 dB BW) by at least 25 dB. 

Figure 3-4a,b illustrates the cases for the very-narrow 

band filter and the fourth local oscillator relative frequency 

locations for the S- and X-band channels, respectively. Here 

the image response is at least -23 dB below the passband maximum 

response. 

The ratio of noise output resulting from this downconversion 

to thermal noise input, expressed as a factor, is, 

F = 

2 2 
0 T + 0 TI 

2 
OT 
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Figure 3-3. "TYPICAL BPF RESPONSE AND IMAGE REJECTION FOR MEDIUM-
AND NARROW-BANDWIDTH FILTERS 
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(a) 

(b) 

120% BW 
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BW 
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Figure 3-4. BPF RESPONSE AND IMAGE RESPONSE FOR VERY-NARROW FILTER 
(a) S-BAND, (b) X-BAND 
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where 

2 aT = system thermal noise 

2 crTI = image thermal noise 

2 2 
F = l + ~.oo5 = l .000025 

l 

thus the power SNR, of the signal, is degraded considerably less 

than 0.01% due to image thermal noise. This SNR degradation 

value is below more dominant degradation contribution from 

other subsystems as will be discussed later in the digital 

subsystem. 

C. AVAILABLE CHANNELS 

The channel or subchannels available for obtaining data, to avoid 

ambiguity, will be designated by a prefix, thus the number of RF 

channels available is two, i.e., one at $-band, one at X-band, and 

the number of selectable output video channels per polarization is 

8 for RCP and l for LCP. Figure 3-5 shows the organization of these 

RF input and video output channels as a matrix. The maximum number 

of simultaneous output channels from the receivers is 4 as shown in 

the block diagram, Figure 2-1. 

The graphical display of the channel amplitude versus frequency 

responses are shown in Figure 3-6 as presented by the SSI. Filter 

Number 4 is a typical example of the response whose BPF value is 

680 Hertz (-1 dB) for S-band. The resultant video band spectra, 

relative to the nominal channel frequency due to the programmed 
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2290 
to RCP Narrow 4 680 Hz 0-818 Hz above channel frequency 
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Medium 8 41.67 kHz 0-50 kHz above channel frequency 
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Figure 3-5. RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM RF INPUT AND VIDEO CHANNEL MATRIX 
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oscillator, is Oto 818 Hz low-pass response (se~ last column of 

Figure 3-5 and third column of Figure 3-6. 

Similarly, the SSI bandwidth setting is 1000 Hz as shown in Fig-

ure 3-6 by (1000) in column three. The graphic display of the noise 

spectral density and carrier line-spectra signal is shown in the next 

column and clearly illustrates the attenuating response of the noise 

above the 818 Hz value. The line-spectra signal, marked at 409 Hz, 

can be used as a relative frequency indicator. 

D. SYSTEM SIGNAL STABILITY 

No real system test data are available to show the system's 

phase stability. Sophisticated test instrumentation and procedures 

will have to be available before adequate testing and data are obtained. 

Calibration of the system, prior to the actual data recording, is 

a means of reducing the uncertainty in the data and such a technique 

was performed during the Voyager I-Saturn encounter. The scheme used 

is as follows: 

The recorded open-loop receiver signals were the prime 

deliverable data type for the Voyager, Titan, and Saturn 

ring occultations and the ring scattering experiment. For 

that reason, it was extremely important that the radio 

science system be properly set up prior to the recording 

pass, and that a calibration tape be made. This calibration 

data serves as a calibration for the data later recorded and 

establishes the basic uncertainty in the results of the experi-

ment. The following paragraphs describe these calibrations. 
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The recording calioration tapes are made to accomplish 

the fo 11 owing: 

(1) To estaolish tne signal output of the receivers at a 

level that will not saturate the input to the ODA or 

ORA A/0 converters. 

(2) To provide data that will establish 6aseline values for 

the phase, frequency, and amplitude sta6ility of the 

system. 

To achieve goal (1) the calioration recording is made using 

a test signal generated by the exciter-translator (a test gen-

erator of the Receiver-Exciter su6system) that is set to provide 

the maximum predicted received signal level for the recording 

period. Then the output level of the receivers is adjusted 

to the level detennined by the equation 

[ ] 

1/2 
S _ SNR + I L 

(2 SNR + 2 k v'2 SNR + k 2) 

where 

S = receiver output levels (volts rms) 

SNR = expected received signal-to-noise ratio 

k = Number of sigma margin desired for saturation 

L = AID converter saturation level 

In order to achieve goal (2) for medium-band recording 

it was necessary to step the test signal across the 6andpass 

of the receiver filter. This was done in ten 5 kHz (at S-band 
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steps. Stepping the signal in frequency allowed the neces-

sary phase, frequency, and amplitude calibrations to be made. 

Frequency stepping was not necessary for narrow-band 

recording. 

To generate an X-band RCP/LCP test signal, a cap was 

placed over the X-band feedhorn from which a linearly polarized 

signal was injected into the horn. This cap was oriented such 

that the linearly polarized signal was transmitted equally by 

the orthomode coupler to its RCP and LCP output ports, thus 

providing equal RCP/LCP calibration stgnals. 

A consequence of using a cap over the feedhorn in this 

manner to generate a test signal was that the X-oand system 

temperature has been increased approximately 10 dB. It has, 

in effect, been terminated into an ambient load. To counter 

the 10 dB increase in receiver output power due to the pre-

sence of the cap it was necessary to insert 10 dB pads into 

the signal path at appropriate points. These were removed 

after the calibration recording was made. 

E. DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 

The DSS Radio Science Subsystem is comprised of the Occultation 

Data Assembly (ODA) and the Digital Recording Assembly (DRA). 

The primary data provided to this subsystem are the downconverted 

video-band signals from the receiver subsystem. See Figure 2-1. 
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The video-band data are accepted by the MBO and NBO which digi-

·:ize these spectra for magnetic tape recording. The MBO sends its 

digitized data to the ORA for recording on wide-band magnetic tape, 

and the NBO sends its digitized data to the ODA computer for record-

ing on magnetic tape. 

l. Sampling Bandwidths and SNR 

Frequency band limiting of the S- and X-band wide-band 

spectra was achieved by the receiver subsystem through the action 

of the POCA, PO, and BPFs that enhanced the SNR. The digitiza-

tion process, by its data sampling, influences the data channel 

bandwidths and the final resultant SNR. 

The system signal SNR degradation budget allocation to 

the digital subsystem was~ 1% during design, with individual 

allotments of 0.005 each to the quantization and aliasing factors. 

From this constraint an expression that relates the budget allo-

cation is, 

F = output noise 
input noise 

= system thermal noise+ digitized noise+ aliasing noise 
system thermal noise 

2 2 
F = 

oT + o g 
2 

OT 

+ 2 oa < 1 . 01 

F = SNR degradation due to digitization 
2 system thermal noise OT = 

2 
aq = quantization noise 

2 = noise due to aliasing aa :;:_. 
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Stated another way, the quantization and aliasing contri-

bution to the SNR degradation must be less than 0.5% each of the 

system thermal noise and related to the bandwidth of the receiver 

BPF and the sampling interval, T, of the digitizer. 

This is illustrated in Figure 3-7 for the aliased energy. 

Figure 3-7a represents the Fourier transform of an input signal 

y{t) and the sampling frequency (related to the Nyquist criterion) 

is indicated on the frequency axis as iT· Figure 3-7b is the 

envelope of the discrete Fourier transform of the digitization 

output sequence y{Kt). 

One period of the discrete transform (o,2\) is redrawn as 

a power spectrum in Figure 3-7c showing the aliased spectra as 

cross-hatched, which resulted from the noise foldover of both 

sides of the chosen spectrum and i's shown for both envelope 

skirts. The solid heavy skirt lines indicate the total aliased 

energy. 
Shown also is the usable bandwidth of the reconstructed spectrum 

relative to the to the available selected values. When the quantiza-
tion noise is included, the SNR degradation due to the digitization 
process is at less than 1%, or the noise power contributions are at 
least -20 dB below the system noise power. This represents the domi-
nant total system degradation contribution since the receiver BPF image 
noise was greater than 23 dB below the system noise power within the 
usable bandwidth, as previously described. 

2. ODA 
, The ODA contains the following assemblies: a) medium-band converter, 

b) narrow-band converter, c) frequency monitor. It also provides the 
control information for the POCA. These assemblies and functions are 
described below. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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SPECTRUM WITH ALIASED ENERGY 
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a. Medium-Band Occultation Converter 

The MBO contains four functional elements: the A-D con-

verter, data formatter, data deformatter, and the digital-to-

analog converters (DAC). See Figure 2-2. 

Figure 3-8 is a detailed block diagram of the ADC and data 

formatter. The four analog input signals (Channels l through 

4) are routed to four identical sample and hold amplifiers 

and to the A-D converters for digitizing at a selected sampling 

rate depending upon the selected BPF within the receiver. Each 

A-D converter has 8-bit quantization, with a maximum sampling 

rate of l MHz. The 8-bit output data of each converter are 

buffered and formatted into two 4-bit data streams, which are 

sent to the ORA for recording. The total 16-track data are 

simultaneously recorded on the ORA. Along with the data, a 

l pps clock signal is also recorded on two tracks for time-

tagging purposes. To maintain the converter sampling rate and 

tape speed in synchronization, filler oits are inserted into 

the data stream for recording. For each tape speed there 

are three selectable sampling rates: high, medium, and low. 

The tape speed and data sampling rate selections are listed in 

Table 3-3. 

The timing clock signals and sync pulses are ·generated 

from al pps clock and a 10 MHz clock, which are coherent with 

the station timing system. The recorded data are time-tagged 

through the ORA time tracks, and these time track data are also 

available to the MBO during playback. 
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Tabl~ 3-3. TtPE SPEEDS AND DATA SAMPLING RATES 

Sampling Rate 
Tape Speed Tape 

(in/s) Clock Jtate Low Medium High 

7.5 166K (8/48M) 50K 62.5K 75K 

15 

30 

60 

120 

333K (8/24M) lOOK 125K 150K . ·. 
666K (8/12M) 200K 250K 300K 

1.33M(8/6M) 400K 500K 600K 

2.66M (8/3M) SOOK lM ·l.2!-1 

Operation of the MBO is controlled by computer commands 

through a decoder. The operating configuration and selection 

parameters can be loaded into registers and read by the computer. 

See Table 3-4 for the computer command and control format. The 

sync register and speed select register form a 16-bit tape filler 

that is recorded on the tape. 

During the run mode (recording or playback), the computer 

inputs data from the MBO through the control/monitor port at the 

tape-recorded 1 pps intervals. The input is a 16-byte block of 

data that contains timing information from the DRA time track 

and operating parameters. 

A detailed block diagram of the deformatter and D-A con-

verter is shown in Figure 3-9. The input data from the DRA are 

frame synchronized. Filler bits are detected and removed from 
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Tab 1 e 3-4. C0-1MAND AND CONTROL FORMAT 

- . 
FO Fl DB D7 D6 DS Dk D3 D2 Dl Function 

1 l 1 0 0 0 X X X X Run; enable recorcing 
or playback mode. 

1 1 l 0 0 1 X X X X Input tirne and pa:-arn-
eters. (Refer to 
figure 10.) 

1 1 1 0 1 0 X X X X Load contents of block! 
1 size re 6iste~ into 

counter for stare. 

1 1 1 0 l l X X X X Loa~ cor.te~ts of. de:::i-1 
mat1on register 1r.tc 
counter for start. 

1 1 1 1 0 0 X X X X Input deta heade~ 
immediately. {Refer 
to figure 11.) 

1 1 1 l 0 1 0 0 0 0 Enable sync data 
registe!'. 

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 Enable speed select 
register. 

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 Enable input select 
register. 

II 
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 Enable block size 

register 1 (XSB). 

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 Enable block size 
register 2. 

1 1 1 1 0 1 r 1 0 1 Enable Block size 
register 3 (LSB). 
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Table 3-4. COMMAND AND CONTROL FORMAT (Contd.) 

FO Fl DB D7 I>6 DS I)l.. D3 D2 Dl Fune tion 

1 

0 

1 l 1 1 1 X X X X Reset; idle mode; 
-reset FIFO buffe-:- fo-:-
analog output 

0 X X X X X X X X Load data D8 thru .Dl, 
X . . . X, into reg-
ister enabled in 11. 
Each data loaded into 
register causes reg-
iste'!" address in 1: 
to increment by o:-ie. 
(Refe:- to figu!'e 

the data stream. During data deformatting, only one single 

channel of data can be selected at a time. The deformatted data 

are buffered and input to both the D-A converter and computer. The 

o~A converter reconstructs the analog signal of the selected channel 

for display on the SSI. The computer records the data on magnetic 

tape. 

During playback, the deformatted input data to the computer 

are blocked by the data header. The data block size can be pro-

9rammed by setting the block size counter. The data header con-

sists of sample counts from the 1-second counter and other param-

eters for performance monitoring. The input data can be decimated 

by a factor of N, where N can be selected from 1 to 8. The data and 

header are buffered a~d input to the computer via the data port. 
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For detailed information on wideband taoe format, time track 

format (content, register data format, etc.) see Reference 3. 

b. Narrow-Band Converter 

The NBO performs the function of digitizing the video-band 

receiver output signals and inputs these to the ODA computer to 

record on magnetic tape for later data transmission to JPL and 

the scientific user, and the conversion of the recorded digitized 

data to an analog form for display on the remotely located SSI 

spectrum analyzer for signal verification of recorded data. 

The detailed 6lock diagram of the A-D converter is shown in 

Figure 3-10. The four analog signals from the receivers are 

connected to the A-D converter via the configuration switch 

matrix to match the receiver configuration. The A-D converter 

provides 12 bits of quantization for adequate narrow-bandwidth 

resolution. For the widest bandwidth (conversion timing, fat 

20 kHz), the converters are short-cycled and truncated at 8-

bit resolution to increase conversion speed at the expense of 

accuracy. 

The basic sampling frequency, f, is the same for all the 

converters. f is generated by dividing a 12 MHz reference sig-

nal by a factor that is controlled 6y the computer. For con-

version of any input channel by a factor higher than f, the channel 

i~ sampled by multiple converters at different clock phases of 

f. Any one of the four sampling modes (f, 2f, 3, 4f) can be 

selected. 
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The signal indicator interface, that converts the digitized 

data from the computer to an analog signal, is shown in the detailed 

block diagram, Figure 3-11. The computer loads the four buffers 

with data received from the A-D converters. These data are multi-

plexed to the D-A converter to generate the reconstructed analog 

signal for display on the SSI. Only a single channel of input 

data can be reconstructed at a time. 

c. Frequency Monitor Subassembly 

Frequency counting is the primary function of the FMS. 

It accepts an input signal of 100 kHz to 8 MHz and counts the 

number of cycles between precisely timed 10 pps sample pulses. 

Figure 3-12 is the Functional Block Diagram. It also functions 

to monitor the POCA-PO output frequency. See Figures 2-1, -2. 

The FMS continuously counts the axis crossings of the input 

waveform. On receipt of a 10 pps sample pulse, obtained from the 

Frequency and Timing Subsystem (FTS), the FMS samples the current 

cycle count without disturbing the counting process. In addition, 

any fractional portion of the input waveform that occurred is 

measured and represented by a digital value. The measured data 

are sent to the ODA computer while the counting process continues. 

The computer adds the cycle count to the total cycle count and 

appends the fractional cycle value. The total cycle count and 

fractional portion are inserted into the output data. 

The ODA time-tags and records the programmed oscillator 

frequency output and POCA information with the following 

characteristics: 
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(1) The programmed oscillator frequency is counted and recorded 

at one-second intervals on the integer second. 

(2) The recorded programmed oscillator frequency is accurate to 

0.5 Hz rms at the S-band frequency. 

(3) The ODA-commanded PO initial frequency, and subsequent 

frequencies are recorded at one-second intervals on the 

integer second. 

d. Programmable Oscillator Control 

The ODA provides the control information to the 

Programmed Oscillator Control Assembly from 

frequency prediction information. See Figures 2-1, -2. 

(1) Programmed Oscillator Frequency Predictions 

The ODA accepts PO frequency predictions via HSDL and 

stores them in the form of time-tagged S-band frequencies 

relative to the PO output frequency (41 MHz for MMR and 

46 MHz for Block III). 

(2) The ODA contains an error detection algorithm in conjunc-

tion with the NOCC PREDIK program. This is used for 

verifying prediction consistency from generation through 

the ODA. 

(3) The ODA converts time-tagged frequency predictions to 

frequency rates and provides the results to the POCA for 

PO control of the S- and X-band open-loop receivers first 

local oscillators. 
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3. Digital Recording Assembly 

This section will present the detailed description and 

characteristics of the DRA and the information provided is 

divided into the three functional areas: 

( l ) Data fl ow 

(2) Timing signal flow 

(3) Control/monitor signal flow 

a. Data Flow During Recording 

The input data are selected from one of the five data 

ports in the Format/Monitor Assem5ly (FMA) and are input 

simultaneously to both recorder A and recorder B via 

driver circuits. See Figure 2-2. The encoder electronics 

modulate the data w·ith a pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence, 

insert parity 6its, and insert sync words. The encoder 

adds this overhead data (a6out 20 percent) to a stream of 

data prior to recording on tape. The encoded data go 

through the record head electronics and are recorded on tape. 

b. Data Encoding for Record i' ng 

Each of the parallel input data signals is encoded 

prior to being recorded on tape. The encoding process 

adds 'overhead data' to each input stream on a nonreplace-

ment basis, and formats each input stream into consecutive 

frames with the following characteristics: 

(1) Frame length including overhead data is 504 bits. 

User data comprises 420 bits of the frame. 
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(2) Each frame consists of a 24-bit sync word and sixty 

8-bit bytes. 

(3) Each byte contains 7 data bits from the original 

input stream and a single parity bit. 

(4) The user data are 1 randomized 1 by being modulated 

(logical exclusive-OR) by a pseudo-random noise (PN) 

bit stream. 

c. Recording Rates 

The recording equipment has 6 nominal data recording 

rates. These rates are tabulated below along with other 

rate-related performance characteristics: 

Nominal Tape Input Data Rate Aggregate Rate Recording Time 
S12eed ( i 12s) (12er Track) (20 Tracks ( 12er 1611 Ree 1 ) 

240 5.33 Mbps 106.6 Mbps 10.76 min 
120 2.67 Mbps 53.4 Mbps 21 .53 min 
60 1 . 33 Mbps 26.6 Mbps 43 min 
30 667 Kbps 13.34 Mbps 1 hr, 26 min 
15 333 Kbps 6.66 Mbps 2 hr, 52 min 
7.5 167 Kbps 3.34 Mbps 5 hr, 45 min 

The equipment can accommodate (without adjustment) ±20% deviations 

from the nominal recording rates; this is achieved by a propor-

tional variation in nominal tape speed, such that recorded bit 

density remains constant. The nominal number of 1 user 1 data 

bits per 16-inch reel is 6.88 X 1010 (i.e., not including over-

head data). 
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Bit Error Rate Performance 

The digital recording subsystems have bit error rate 
performance characteristics as follows: 
(1) The maximum error rate on each individual track is less 

t ha n 1 X 1 0 • 6 
, us i n g a m i n i mum s amp 1 e s i z e o f 1 0 e b it s . 

(2) The maximum error rate on composite data (distributed 
-·6 across all 20 tracks), is less than 2 X 10 , using a 

minimum sample size of 109 bits. 

(3) For data recorded at the nominal 240 ips tape speed, the 

maximum error rate for both single-track data and com-

posite data is less than 1 X 10-~. 

(4) The specified error rate does not include errors directly 

attributable to tape flaws. The number of errors due to 

tape flaws may be detennined from tape screening data or 

by showing the repeatability of a flaw-induced error. 

( 5) The specified error rate performance is met for data 

recorded at any nominal record rate (except 240 ips) and 

reproduced at the same rate or at any other nominal re-

produce rate. 

(6) The error rate performance is met regardless of data 

content. 

(7) The specified error rate performance is achieved in a 

read-after-write data reproduction mode, ·provided the 

recorded rate is within ±2% of the established nominal 

reproduce rates. 

(8) The specified error rate performance can be met for data 

recorded on or.e transport and reproduced on another. 
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e. Playbac': Data Flow 

Data from either recorder are input to the decoder via 

the input selector. The decoder provides the sync detection, 

deskewing, parity checking, and PN sequence demodulation for 

each track of the ORA. The overhead data are removed, and 

at this point the output data rate is the same as the input 

data rate into the DRA. The output data and clock are buffered 

and distributed to different users for various applications. 

Normally, the recorded data are sent to the Network 

Radio Science Subsystem for reducing the recorded spectra and 

recording the radio science data on computer-compatible tape 

in a more usable form by the scientific user. This function 

) is explained in more detail in Section III, Paragraph F. 

u 

f. Timing, Clock Signal, Time/Housekeeping Track Signal Flow 

The input data clock is selected from one of the five 

input ports in the FMA, and the same selected clock is 

input to both recorders simultaneously via driver circuits. 

The data clock frequency of 5.33 MHz is used to generate 

all timing signals required for the recording and repro-

ducing processes. The values of N correspond to tape 

speeds as follows: 

( l ) N = l at 240 i ps 
( 2) N = 2 at 120 i ps 
(3) N = 4 at 60 i ps 
(4) N = 8 at 30 i ps 
( 5) N = 16 at 15 i ps 
(6) N = 32 at 7. 5 i ps 

:;:_. 
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In addition, the data clock is transmitted to the decoder and 

is used as the output clock for the deskewed parallel data. 

The data clock is input to the encoder electronics where phase-

locked loops generate a read clock with 20 percent higher fre-

quency for the encoder electronics and an internal frequency 

reference (30.4 MHz) for the transport servo system. In addi-

tion, a servo reference tone is generated from this reference 

and is recorded on track 15 of the tape. The tape transport 

normally operates in the TACH mode when data are being re-

corded, and in the TAPE mode when reproducing data. The 

servo system maintains phase-lock between the transport fre-

quency reference and the tachometer signal or the recorded 

servo reference tone off the tape. The pahse comparator pro-

vides the proper drive voltage to the capstan motor. 

Timing signals from the FTS are input to the time track 

formatting logic where sync word and parity bits are added to 

a 125-bit data frame and output as a serial data stream. 

These data are recorded on tracks 22 and 23 for redundancy. 

Timing data from track 22 are monitored while coming off the 

tape and also before being put on the tape. Data from track 

23 are monitored after being routed via the output data 

multiplexer. Time data from these three sources are input to 

monitor multiplexer, where data are multiplexed and then dis-

played on the front panel of the FMA for real-time monitoring 

purposes. 
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g. Control/Monitor Signal Flow 

l) Control signal flow. See Figure 2-2. The front panel 

controls on the FMA and the encoder/decoder mode control 

panel will be discussed. The INPUT DATA SOURCE SELECTION 

switches on the FMA panel select one of the five input 

data ports for the input data to be recorded. The DATA 

SOURCE/NORMAL/AUX switch on the encoder/decoder mode 

control panel selects the input data to the encoder. In 

the ORA, the auxiliary input of recorder Bis used for 

the tape copy function. The ENCODE BYPASS/ON/OFF switch 

selects the output data from the encoder either with or 

without the overhead data added respectively. The 

TAPE BYPASS/ON/OFF switch selects the input data to the 

data sync electronics either by bypassing or not by-

passing the record/reproduce electronics, respectively. 

The tape bypass mode is used to verify that all of the 

electronics portion of the ORA (except the record/repro-

duce electronics) are functioning properly. The decoder 

electronics is shared by the two recorders. The two 

REPRODUCE SOURCE SELECTION pushbutton switches on the FMA 

panel select either recorder A or recorder B for input 

data to the decoder. the DECODE.BYPASS/ON/OFF switch 

on the encoder/decoder mode control panel selects the 

output data from the decoder either bypassing or not by-

passing the decode/deskew electronics respectively. The 

overhead data added by the encoder is not removed in the 

DECODE BYPASS/ON mode. 
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2) Monitor Signal Flow. The decoder status panel indicators 

as shown in Figure 2-2 provide the best indication of ORA 

system performance. These indicators monitor sync errors 

and data parity errors on all tracks. The track selection 

is performed from the FMA front panel which enables the 

data and status to be monitored from the selected track 

via the output data multiplexer. Provision for remote 

track selection is also implemented. Data from the selec-

ted track and the data clock output are input to the 

HP-3761A error detector for display of bit error rates 

for PN data only. In addition, data, clock, and status 

information is also input to the parameter counters/ 

buffers of the FMA. This logic provides information on 

the number of byte and sync errors. This information is 

available for use by the remote controller. The moni-

toring of serialized time, and timing and clock sync 

errors is done within the format/monitor assembly. The 

serialized time source selection is performed by the FMA 

front panel switches. The timing monitor/multiplexer 

multiplexes the time data and displays it on the front 

panel. Indicators for absence of input timing signals 

and malfunction in clock sync are also provided. 
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4. Data Transmission and Interface Design 

The radio science data sent by the Deep Space Stations are 

in the form of data transmission via the Ground Communication 

Facility (GCF) or directly on magnetic tape through the Network 

Data Control (NOC) and Network Information Control ( NI C). 

The Network Data Log (NOL) contains all data received from 

the DSSs via the GCF high-speed data (HSD) and wideband data 

(WBD) lines. Intermediate Data Records (IDR) are digital tapes 

generated by extracting user-selected types of data from the NOL 

and merging these data with data recorded on recall or IDR tapes, 

as necessary, or generated in real time directly from the data 

streams. 

The formats of the DSN IDR are defined and controlled by 

Document 820-13, Deep Space Systems Requirements - Detailed Inter-

face Design. Module IDR-12-1, DSN interfaces Intermediate Data 

record Formats. This module defines the formats for the data sent 

to the NOL and normally used by the Radio Science System for ob-

taining "quick-look" data. 

Generally, due to the high data volume, the magnetic tapes 

are mailed to JPL for distribution or further processing. 

Interface modules, specifically for radio science data trans-

mission are under a prefix RSC-11 as follows: 

A. RSC-11-1 DSN Radio Science Subsystem Interface CTA-21 

Output (i.e., wideband RS (DR block format PV '78 Exper.). 

b. RSC-11-2 DSN Interfaces Radio Science Predictions (i.e., 

radio science predictions for POCA frequencies). 
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Figure RSC-11-6-2. Medium Bandwidth Record Format 
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C. 

d. 

e. 

RSC-11-3 DSN Interfaces Occultation Data Assembly HSD (i.e., 

RS HSD block format transmitted by ODA). 

RSC-11-5 DSN Interfaces Medium Bandwidth POCA Data ODR 

Tapes (i.e., Medium BW POCA ODR delivered to user via NOC). 

RSC-11-6 DSN Interfaces Radio Science Medium Band Computer-

Compatible Tape (i.e., defines format of RS medium BW com-

puter-compatible tape output from WRS). Figures RSC-11-6-1 

and RSC-11-6-2 are included as an excerpt from this module, 

and below is a description of the Medium Band IDR. 

Medium Band IDR Records 

The medium band converter hardware inputs data to the computer 

through two channels, a control/monitor channel, and a data channel. 

The control/monitor channel input contains time of day and status. 

It appears in the record in words 6 through 13. The data channel in-

put contains A/D converter values and a header. It appears in the 

record in words 25 through 28. The header on the data channel con-

tains 8 bytes of auxiliary information that are inserted into the 

data stream when the number of data samples indicated by the block 

size register have been input to the computer. The ODA software 

sets the block size register to equal the sample rate of the re-

corder at playback speed. If the record sample rate was 300K 

samples/sec, the playback rate is 75K samples/second. Validity 

flags are set when an input occurs on either the control/monitor 

channel or the data channel. A control/monitor channel input sets 

bit 1 of word l of the medium bandwidth record. The data channel 

header input sets bit 4 of word l. 
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The decimation ratio is the factor by which the data samples 

on the DRA tape are decimated during IDR production. A decimation 

ratio of one indicates that every recorded sample is input to the com-

puter. A decimation ratio of 3 indicates that every third sample 

is input to the computer. 

The sample count in the ODA medium band IDR is the count 

of the number of data samples (ON THE DRA tape) that have occurred 

since the last tape lPPS. It indicates the data sample that is to 

be associated with the time of the record. 

Figure 3-12 shows the monitor/control and data channel inputs 

for a decimation ratio of l. The DRA recorder is operated at 1/4 

the rate at which the data were recorded. The block size register 

is set to 75000. This causes a data channel header input once 

per second. Note that the lPPS that was recorded on the DRA 

tape when it was running at 300K samples occurs every 4 seconds 

when the data are played back at 1/4 the rate. 

Figure 3-13 shows the two input channels when the decimation 

ratio is 3. The data channel header is still input every 75000 

samples, but since every third sample is being input, 225K recorded 

samples must pass before 75K are input to the computer. Data 

channel header inputs now occur every 3 seconds and monitor/control 

inputs occur every 12 seconds which is every 3 tape seconds. 

Figure 3-14 shows the actual sample count for a decimation 

ratio of 3. Every third sample is input to the computer and 

causes the block size counter to increment. When it reaches 
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75000, a data channel header is input. The raw sample counter value 

input at the start of a tape lPPS period is 299997. Samples 

299998 and 299999 were not yet counted when the header was input. 

The ODA software adjusts the sample count to compensate for the 

decimation ratio and to tag the first sample in the record as 

1 rather than 0. It also suotracts the record sample rate from 

the compensated sample count when a control/monitor input occurs. 

The records with valid time in the header, therefore, have sample 

counts of 1, indicating that the first sample corresponds to the 

time in the record. An il 1 ustration of this appears below. 

DECIMATION RATIO= 1 DECIMATION RATIO= 3 .. 

Record No. Sample Count Record No. Sample Count 

1 1 l 3 
16 75001 16 225001 
31 1 50001 31 150001 
46 225001 46 75001 
61 1 61 1 
76 75001 76 225001 
91 150001 91 150001 

106 225001 106 75001 
121 1 121 1 

The sequence repeats throughout the entire IDR tape for records 

that do not have missing or additional samples. Note that the 

first record on the decimated tape has a sample count of 3 rather 

than 1. This occurs because the first input occurs at the start 

of second rather than when the block size count is exhausted, 

c?using the raw sample count to 6e input at 299999 rather than 

299997. 

The ORA tape can contain data errors. These usually occur 

as parity errors in the data samples. If an error occurs on the 
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lPPS track that causes a spurious tape lPPS, the sample counter 

will not contain the correct count. The sample count returns to 

normal during the next second. This situation is illustrated be-

low by record 181. 

Record No. 

121 
136 
151 
166 
181 
196 
211 
226 
241 
256 

Sample Count 

1 
225001 
150001 
75001 

164196 
225001 
150001 
75001 

1 
225001 

A ORA tape of poor quality may have "loss of sync" errors in addi-

tion to the sample count reset errors. The data clock and the 

data lose synchronization when this occurs, and data samples are 

lost. This type of error is indicated by an offset in the sample 

count. In the example below, records 451 through 481 illustrate 

this type of error. During the interval, the sample count 

changed from l to 4. The data between record 451 and 481 are not 

usable because the time tag associated with the data samples is 

unknown. 

Record Sample Count Record Sample Count 

361 1 466 29791 
376 225001 481 4 
391 150001 496 225004 
406 48288 511 150004 
421 273288 526 75004 
436 225001 541 4 
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When the sample count shifted from 1 to 4, it indicated that the 

time tag of the first sample in the record shifted by 3 sample 

periods at the record ratio, and is now 3 sample periods later 

in ttme than 6efore. Another way to consider it is that the 

first sample in the block would have been the 4th sample had the 

sync loss not occurred. 

F. NETWORK RADIO SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM 

The WRS is located in CTA-21 at JPL. It performs the following 

functions: 

l) Performs bandwidth reduction of wide-bandwidth radio 

science data at user decimation ratios and outputs 

the data and frequency profile on computer-compatible 

tape. 

2) Processes MBO ORA magnetic tapes to extract each of the 

four channels of digitized data and record them on 

computer-compatible tape. 

l. Bandwidth Reduction Processing 

A magnetic tape containing wideband data, which has been 

recorded by the ORA at the DSS, is received by the WRS. The 

wideband data were obtained from special wide-bandwidth channel 

receivers. See Figure 3-16. Four separate receivers are used 

to receive the RCP and LCP RF signals at X-band and S-band, 

respectively. Each RF channel is downconverted from the IF-to-

video frequencies about separate fixed-frequency spectra as set 

by the first and second fixed-frequency local oscillators. The 
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Individual band-pass filtered spectra Iwhose bandwidths 

(-0.58 dB) are listed in Figure 3-16] are combined to produce a 

single-channel video segmented spectrum from DC to approximately 

8 MHz. This single-channel spectrum is digitized by a 3 bit A/D 

converter and then recorded by the ORA. The magnetic tape is 

sent to the WRS in nonreal time via NIC. Additionally, a posteriori 

frequency profile is received via HSDL from the NOCC Support Sub-

system and is stored. 

The wideband receiver data are played back via the ORA, 

and the Bandwidth Reduction Assembly performs the bandwidth re-

duction process, using an integrate-and-dump digital filter which 

is preset to the starting sample and the predicted frequency and 

phase. The processing proceeds at the wideband tape sample rate 

and results in a bandwidth reduction of 1/200 to 1/4000 of the input 

bandwidth. The integrate-and-dump routine provides an effective 

filter of sin(Nrrf/2f
0

)/sin(rrf/2f 0 ) where N is the decimation ratio 

and f
0 

is the input bandwidth. Figure 3-17 is a functional block 
diagram of the Bandwidth Reduction Assembly. Appendix B provides 
the derivation of the BRF digital filter and conceptual under-
standing of the signal processing. 

2. Medium-Bandwidth Occultation Data Playback 

Radio science data, recorded on magnetic tapes by the ORA 

at the OSS, are received at CTA-21 in nonreal time via NIC. The 

tape is played back on the ORA located at CTA-21. 

The ORA reproduces the multiple channels of recorded 

digital data, bit-synchronizing these data streams, and providing 

a separate data and clock output for each channel. The ORA is 

capable of reproducing data at data rates corresponding to tape 

speeds of 120, 60, 30, 15, and 7 .5 ips. 
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The bit synchronization is not sensitive to tape dropouts 

of 20 mils or less, and such dropouts will not cause bit slippage. 

During playback, the output data rate is controlled by the 

output data frequency input to the clock line, which is synthe-

sized as the reference frequency to the tape transport. The 

tape speed can be dynamically varied by varying the frequency 

on the clock line within ±2°0% of the nominal data frequency with 

a maximum slew rate limited to 10% (of the nominal data frequency) 

per second. 

The decoder receives the parallel bit-synchronized data from 

the reproduce electronics and, using the reference clock signal, de-

skews these parallel inputs, removes the "overhead data" and "random-

izing" PN sequence demodulation for each track to provide a set of 

parallel data output which is identical in content and phase to the 

original recorded data. The Decoder Assembly perfonns the following 

functions relating to decoding and deskewing of the parallel data: 

(1) Frame synchronize, decode, deskew, 'derandomize,' and 

remove 'overhead data' from each of the digital data 

channels. An output data signal is generated for each 

channel at the nominal data rate which corresponds to the 

selected tape speed. Data output on each channel are 

continuous (i.e., not inhibited by the sync status of the 

channel or the system) and are forced to an out-of-sync 

condition whenever a 'no data' condition exists. 

(2) Use the reference clock being supplied as the output 

data clock. This clock is common to all parallel data 

outputs (see Figure 3-18). 
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(3) Generate a deskew sync pulse output which indi-

cates the framing point of the overhead data. 

The pulse will go high for one bit period at the 

time that the last data bit in each frame is 

outputted. This pulse is COll'lllOn to all parallel 

data outputs. 

(4) Generate a byte clock output indicating the 

byte partitioning of the output data relative to 

overhead parity bits. This byte clock is corrrnon to 

all parallel data outputs. 

(5) Generates a status signal output for each of the 

digital data channels. This signal contains parity 

and sync status infonnation for each byte of data 

as defined by the byte clock. A parity 

error in the byte is indicated by a logical '1' on 

the status output during the first bit period of 

the byte. The second bit period of the byte will 

go to the logical 'l' state when the sync status 

of the channel is marginal. 'Marginal sync' is 

defined as any occurrence of a sync slip or error 

in the sync word. 

(6) Provides a visual frame sync loss indicator (LED) 

for each channel; the indicator will be on whenever 

the channel is in an out-of-sync condition. The 

indicator will go on for a minimum of 50 ms when 

a sync loss condition occurs. 
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(7) Provides a visual sync slip indicator (LEO) which 

goes on whenever the channel frame sync word occurs 

at a bit tfme which is different than the expected 

synchronization point, but within± 2 bit times of 

that bit point. The indicator will go on for a 

minimum of 50 ms each time the condition occurs. 

The indicator will be off whenever the channel is 

in an out-of-sync condition. 

(8) Provide a visual parity error indicator (LEO) for 

each channel; the indicator will go on whenever a 

byte parity error occurs on the channel. The in-

dicator will go on for a minimum of 50 ms each time 

an error is detected. 

A monitor data port functions to supply a multiplexed data 

output for system performance evaluation. Characteristics which 

relate to the monitor function are listed below: 

(1) A 28-channel multiplexer is supplied which accepts 

the 28 (maximum) deskewed parallel data signals 

as inputs. and outputs a single selected channel. 

(2) The data clock and byte clock signals are supplied 

as outputs on the monitor port. 

(3) The data output from track 22 is outputted redun-

dantly on the monitor port. 

The multiple tracks of output data from the ORA are input to the 

MBO deformatter. The track data contains four signal channels of 
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digitized data and fillers, as fonnatted during the record;ng pro-

cess (see Paragraph H.). Each channel selects four tracks of in-

put data and fonns 8 bits of sample data in data registers. The 

16 bits of filler are removed from the data stream and stored in 

the filler register. Filler bits are detected through the ORA 

frame sync which generates a filler signal at every 10th, 4th, or 

4th and 5th tape clock time, according to the sampling rate selected. 

The 8-bit data for each sample are accumulated from the 4-bit 

incoming data stream. Through recorded filler bit 6, the 4-bit 

data are used to form each 8-bit data sample, each having 4 MSB 

and 4 LSB. Once the sample data are in sync, it would take 16 

consecutive filler error bits to change sync phase. This allows 

a certain amount of errors due to tape flows. If the sync phase 

should change, an alann flag (ALRM 3, Sheet 1) is set. 

The tape-recorded 1 pps signal is selected during playback 

from tracks 16 or 21 and signals the computer control/monitor port 

for time input and also provides a clear pulse to the 1-second 

counter. The 1 pps alarm flag is set if it is out of phase with 

the recorded data. 

The playback data are loaded into a FIFO buffer for input 
to the computer 

which contains sampl, counts and other parameters for synchroniza-

tion purposes. The header data are loaded into the header buffer 

with every block input to the computer. Each block has a beginning 

tag stored in the data buffer to identify the first sample data 
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of the block. When the first sample data are ready to transfer to 

the computer, the tag output in the data buffer enables the header 

buffer transfer first and .then the data buffer. 

The playback data input to the computer can be decimated for 

data reduction. The decimation factor is selected by the computer 

and loaded into a divider. The decimation factor N can be from 1 

to 8. 

The 1-second counter is a 24-bit binary counter that counts 

input samples from the ORA. The counter counts up to the tape-

recorded 1 second (i.e., it is reset by the tape-recorded 1 pps 

signal). The output of the counter is loaded into the header 

buffer with every data 6lock. 

The block size counter is also a 24-bit binary counter, count-

ing decimated samples of the block. The block size, which is selected 

by the computer at initialization, is loaded from the block size 

register. When the counter reaches a full count, it signals the 

data buffer and header buffer to input. The block size counter also 

serves as a start counter. The computer can load a desired start 

point, which will input the first sample of the block. A timing 

diagram of the start and data input is shown in Figure 3-19. 

The final data are recorded on the magnetic tape recorder 

on computer-compatible tape for delivery to the Scientific Experi-

menter.· 
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G. SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM 

1. Spectral Signal Indicator 

The SSI is a high-sensitivity, multipurpose spectrum analyzer 

which generates and displays the frequency spectra of received sig-

nals, in near-real time, to provide a monitoring function for the 

Radio Science System. 

The desired carrier signal can be monitored at the output 

of the IF-to-video downconverters or at the ORA reproduce output 

(read after write during recording) after being converted by 

the digital-analog converter in the MBO during medium-bandwidth 

data acquisition. The ORA also sends the SSI data to the NRS 

display via data transmitted through the GCF WBOL. The monitor 

function is to determine the presence of the received signal, 

its frequency, and the verification that it has been recorded on 

magnetic tape. 

The spectrum analysis is achieved by using a fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) algorithm with digital techniques. 

This algorithm, 

X(kflf) = JI: x(n~t) e - JZ-rr~n)kl 
2 

ll 

each frequency 
point contains 
a magnitude 
and phase 
value 

each fre-
quency 
point con-
tains in-
formation 
from all 
time domain 
samples 
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calculates the magnitude {power) of each frequency component from 

a block of time domain samples of the input signal. 

The functional block diagram is shown in Figure 3-20. The 

input signal is filtered to remove out-of-band components, then 

sampled and digitized at regular ~t intervals accumulating a 

block of samples. Processing a series of computations on the 

time data produces the results in the frequency domain. These 

are then displayed on the CRT. The basic input frequency range 

is from near DC to selectable analysis bandwidth of 10 Hz to 

300 kHz in a selective progression of 1, 2, 5. In a translated 

band the range can be located anywhere between DC to 2 MHz, with 

selectable ranges of 5, 10, 20, 50 kHz. 

The FFT analysis processing technique can provide some 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enhancement. the SSI input signal 

is first bandwidth limited by a low-pass filter (or aliasing 

filter) prior to being sampled and processed by an analysis 

bandwidth. 

The relation of the SNR enhancement to the bandwidth is 

SNRenhancement = 
BWsignal 
BWprocessor 

where the analysis BW is determined by the number of lines (number 

of data points/sampling index) in the processor. 
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For example, the SSI has a range of 2048 size for a 800-line 

display (2048 data points/2.56 sampling= 800 line) to a 64 size 

for a 25-line display in 6 selectable ranges, and provides a 

tradeoff between SNR enhancement to analysis time. 

Enhancement is achieved by increasing the number of spectrum 

lines developed within any given frequency interval, or span. 

In the FFT processor, this is equivalent to increasing the length 

of the transform. For example, if a frequency span of l kHz were 

used at a setting of 1024 data points (or 400 lines), then a 

resolution of 1000/400 = 2.5 Hz will result. Processing the same 

signal over the same range with 2048 data points gives twice the 

resolution. A maximum SNR increase of 3 dB (for any successive 

doubling of the data points) can be achieved which is dependent on 

the relationship between the exact frequencies of any periodicities 

present and the precise center of the analysis windows created by 

the Ftt process. 

Narrowing the resolution obviously has its limits if the sig-

nal is not perfectly stationary at an exact frequency, thus the 

observed carrier signal may be shifting due to the nonperfect 

predictions into the POCA during an observation. 

IF spectrum averaging by the processor is performed on a 

signal, a larger ensemble average value will enhance the SNR by 

~moothing out the statistical variations of the noise, or has 

caused the periodicities of the signal to stand out more clearly. 

It must be remembered, however, that the SNR enhancement in the 

frequency domain is only related to the ratio of the bandwidths, 
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by the above expression, and not directly related to the averag-

ing time considerations. Hence, additional SNR enhancement is 

only possible by reducing the analysis bandwidth at the expense 

of increasing the analysis time (sampling plus FFT processing time). 

H. RADIO SCIENCE SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

The software associated with the data acquisition, recording, and 

subsequent processing will be described in this portion. 

1. Data Acquisition and Perfonnance Validation 

The data acquisition and real-time performance validation 

at the DSS was explained in detail in the preceding section; 

however, a brief review is included here to preface the soft-

ware description. 

a. Very-Narrow and Narrow-Bandwidth Recording 

The ODA obtains a predicted frequency versus time pro-

file from NOCC, via the HSDL, which is used to control the 

receiver first local oscillator frequencies. See Figure 

2-1. This permits the carrier line-spectra signal to 

remain within the center of the BPF during the signal re-

ception. This enhanced SNR signal was then downconverted 

to video frequencies which were digitized by the ODA NBO 

for recording on computer magnetic tape. Similarly, the 

counted frequency of the local oscillator driver signal is 

recorded on magnetic tape. Upon the completion of the 

data recording, the data can be formatted and sent, via 

WBDL, to the GCF DRS. 
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b. Medium-Bandwidth Recording 

The receiver first local oscillator frequencies are 

controlled as a function of time by the predicts and the 

computer as described in the above paragraph. The down-

converter video frequency data are digitized by the MBO 

and recorded by the ORA. The PO counted frequency is 

recorded on magnetic tape once per second and together with 

the recorded data is sent to the WRS for additional process-

ing and rewriting on computer-compatible tape. 

c. Wide-Bandwidth Data Recording 

Data from a single downconverted wideband video 

channel (8 MHz) are sent to the DRA. This wideband data 

channel is obtained from 4 RF channel receivers whose indi-

vidual segment video (BPF) bandwidths are combined into 

a single video channel to provide a segmented wide-band 

spectrum. This type receiver is separate and is a backup 

configuration to the narrower BPF receivers shown in Figure 

2-1. See Figure 3-16. 

The wideband data are digitized at the quantization 

level of 3 bits and recorded on 18 tracks of magnetic tape 

together with timing and status information. Performance 

is monitored internally during recording. The ORA has the 

capability to record simultaneously on two recorders. 

The ORA recorded tapes are shipped to the WRS and 

replayed through the bandwidth reduction process and recorded 
on computer-compatible tapes for delivery to the scientific user. 
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d. Real-Time Performance Validation 

The ODA sends the SSI spectral data together with real-

time monitor data to NOCC NRS via WBDL. The NRS also receives 

radio metric data from the NOCC Tracking Subsystem (NTK) and 

formats these data into display form for transmission and dis-

play to and by the NOCC Display Subsystem. 

During the very-narrow, narrow, and medium-bandwidth 

data recording, software is required in the ODA computer. 

No software is required during wideband data recording; 

however, during data playoack at the WRS, the Bandwidth 

Reduction software is required to transfer the data to 

computer-compatiole tape. 

The software packages are described in the following paragraphs. 

2. ODA Software 

The ODA software has four primary operational modes: 

l) narrow-band recording, 2) medium-band recording, 3) medium-

band reduction, and 4) narrow-band or medium-band data playback, 

that are discussed below. 

a. Narrow-band Recording Mode 

The narrow-band recording mode is used when the DRS 

is configured to record OLR signals with BPF bandwidths 

from 100 Hz to 30 kHz. Digitized data from the NBO are 

received by the computer and recorded on the computer 

magnetic tape units in real time. The program automatically 

performs the following functions when the recording is started: 
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l) Initializes the NBO and FMS to begin their operation. 

2) Loads the specified predict set, and initializes the 

POCA to begin its operation. 

Recording will continue until either the specified stop 

stop time is reached or the program is manually returned to 

idle mode. Data recording on the ODA computer magnetic 

tape units will automatically switch to the other tape unit 

when the current tape is completed. 

The magnetic tape record formats are shown in Figures 

RSC 11-9-1, 2 which were extracted from Doc. 820-13. 

b. Medium-band Recordtng Mode. 

The medium-band recording mode is used when the DRS 

is configured to record OLR signals with bandwidths greater 

than 40 kHz but less than 150 kHz. The ORA is the primary 

data recorder w-hich recei'ves the digitized data from the 

MBO. The ODA computer functions as the controller for the 

MBO and the POCA-PO and for recording the POCA performance 

log on its magnetic tape units. The ODA also receives the 

spectral display data from the SSI, and transmits to NOCC 

as well the ODA configuration and status parameters. 

When medium-band recordings are started, the program 

performs the following functtons. 

l) Initializes the MBO and FMS and begins their operation. 

2) Loads the specified predict set, initializes the POCA 

and starts its operation. 
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WO-O 6 7 I t 10 11 12 13 IA 115 16 
I r TAPE NUM8Ef _..._ _....__.____.____,_~"'-L\J...... _.L ..J • 
2 RECORD NUMBER 
J E RD L NGTH 
4 S /C NUM8El SOURCE_,,___._ 

.L-...L.-'--'-...L. 
.5 OAYOFYE.U O 0 0 0 0 0 
' JIMTOFDAY- ..L 

7 PRE OICl SE 1 10 __.__.'--l 

1 .....____._ ~RE 6, d st n~ L-.. - • _,,L_ 

, _,__.,._P..,.....oc_A_,Sl.__ALTUs : I :~~A HE QUENCY 
10 ; POCA FREQUENCY........___.__. __ .._ 
11 POCA FR£ OUENCY . .L. 

12 POCA FREQUENCY II-_,__........__.____.___._~,.____. ---'- ..... -L __,____,.,_ ...L.. 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P~A FREQ UTE 
M POCA FREQ lATt 

.......___.CONVERTER SAM P\.~E_lA_,__T ..... E __ .,___ 

_ _.__ .... s,-G ...... '. 1__:__ 
15 

" 17 
ti 
19 
10 
21 

22 

~~r~=• No.>tU~~~:__-

23 
2, 
25 
26 
27 
21 
29 
30 

I" 

20 27 
20 28 

.----

I I 

·----···· . - ... -

A-Dl(MSB) 
A-03 (MSB) 

-· 
' 

,~ 

L. __,__ - # -- ·-
A-02 (MSB) 

.&.,._----.,_ . .-

A-04 (MSB) .. . - ·-: 

•Figure RSC 11-9-1. NARROW BAND 8-BIT CONVERTER RECORD FORMAT 
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WORD l 2 3 4 
l V S E C 
2 

3 

" C NUMBER SOURCE 

5 DAY OF YEAR O O O O O O 
.L..,._.i,_ ...,____,i.___,t,.___._ -~.L..-,__;_~__.,_~_ -·. 

6 TIME OF DAY 

7 PREDICT SET ID 

8 PREDICT SET ID 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 POCA FREQ RATE 

1-4 POCA FREQ RATE 

15 CONVERTER SAMPLE RATE 

16 SIGNAL SEL(CT 'N' COUNTER 

17 FREQ COUNTER No. I CUMULATIVE cp 

18 
19 

20 FREQ COUNTER No. 2 CUMULATIVE q, 

21 

22 

23 

~) 24 
25 

26 

27 

28 0 l I 

29 
__ .___ 

A-Dl(LS 

30 A-D 1 MSB) A-D2 ( MSB) 

31 A-D3 (MSB) --...---'-A-D4 (MSB,--____ , ---~---'- -· ___ ..._ __ _ 

--~--- ·--- ~--...._ ___ """ 
15 26 A-DI (LSB) A-D2 ( LSB) A-D3 ( LSB) A-D4 ( LSB) 

IS 27 A-DI (MSB) A-D2 (MSB) 

IS 28 A-D3 (MSB) ~(MSB) 

I 1 2 , 3 '.4 5 6 · 7 , B 9 10 11 12 13 '" '15 16 

Figure RSC 11-9-2. NARROW BAND 12-BIT CONVERTER RECORD FORMAT 
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After the above functions have been completed, the pro-

gram waits until the ORA tape is running, signaling that 

the startup process is complete. The ODA computer then 

begins recording the POCA data performance log. The program 

continues to control and monitor the POCA rocord and POCA data 

ODR and sends RTM and SSI data to NOCC. The POCA data record 

is shown in Figure RSC-11-5 which is extracted from Doc. 820-13. 

c. Narrow-band and Medium-band Data Playback Mode 

This program mode is used to replay computer magnetic 

tapes which have been previously recorded on the DRS ODA. 

The primary ODA function in this mode is to transmit 

the contents of a narrow-band or medium-band ODRS to NOCC 

via either an HSDL or WBDL. A recorded ODR tape is read from 

one of the ODA computer magnetic tape units. Each ODR record 

is broken up into multiple HSD or WBD blocks and transmitted 

at current time rate. Start and stop times may be specified 

for a specific playback;entry of these time parameters will 

cause the program to playback that portion of the selected 

tape data contained between the start-stop times. 

A secondary function of this mode is the copying and 

dumping of computer magnetic tapes. This function can be used 

to copy or dump any ODA computer magnetic tape (narrow-band 

data or medium-band data). 
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d. Medium-band Reduction Mode 

The medium-band reduction""mode is used to transfer 

data from ORA tapes to computer-compatible tapes. This 

operation is normally performed at WRS, although it can be 

performed at the DSSs. The WRS assemblies for this function 

is comprised of the ORA, MBO, and ODA computer. The recorded 

data are replayed on the ORA and sent to the MBO then to the 

ODA computer, which reformats and records the data on the 

ODA computer magnetic tape units. 

Although the ORA normally records 4 channels of receiver 

data in real time, only l of the channels can be 

reduced at a time. 

When the medium-band mode process is started, the 

startup sequence is as follows: 

1) The MBO is initialized and its status verified. 

2) After the ORA tape is started, the program searches 

the incoming data time tags for the "start time." 

3) When the start time is reached, the incoming data 

(from the ORA) are recorded on the ODA computer mag-

netic tape unit. 

This data transfer process will continue until the program 

either reaches a specified "stop time" or detects the end 

of incoming data. Data recording on the ODA computer mag-

netic tape units will automatically switch to the alternate 

unit when current tape is completed. Figure RSC-11-6-2 shows 

the Medium-6and Record Format extracted from Doc. 820-13. 

No bandwidth reduction is done in this mode, the term pertains to the data 
reduction to computer-compatible tape. 
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WORD 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

820-13; Rev. A 
RSC-11-6 

&IT 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10·11 12 13 14 15 16 

V C E s UNDEFINED ~E....lN_L_;_~·~ 
RECORD NO. 

1----.~....l--L__.,----''---'--..L.-...,I._. L- ,...l • - '-- .. - L 

RECORD LENGTH 

SPACECRAFT I~ ~flsLJR-rr:~~~N:-:_ ~:: T~:.r1~i~ DAY (UNITS"fHR(lO's) 
HR (U~!- MIN ~OL_ ~N-~_Njqs_E~ (!.?.'.{_ 
SEC (UNITS MICROSECONDS 

I---'--_.___._ _ _.___.__, _ _,__......__.__ .L ~-_,1 - • ·- -

MICROSECONDS contd) ~FIG]UR~TION _ 
UNDEFINED ___,____,___.__ PLYBK RATE 

UNDEFl~Ec; , , ~--~- SAMPLE R~~E 
PLAYBACK SOUR2..__,_jQt;_1DEfl_~~ ~.,_ _: ...... __ _ 
UNDEFINED _.,____,___._ __J--1...-_ ... _--'---1,.. __ 1 __ .l -1- ...L _..J. -- .- -L-

UNDEFI NED 

__ _._ .J. ---L . .J....__.i,..__ .L -- • • ! - L. - . • .. 

I,-~---~- .....L..----1....--J -....L...--....., •• -·- .. - , - - -·· - -

1---...i.---+- -' __._ .J..._....1-........__J.....______. _ _... ____ .,__, 

'·-· .1. •• _. ._ ...l. - .... 

_ ......... -' -...1..- -'-· J.- ..t,._____.,_ 

1----'--+___,.i.._...L...-. -...1.-~----.l ------ _ .. - , ____ ..,.1 .... 

_...___.___.__, __ --'-- ..J. - --L----- - - .... ... .. • • . ·- -·-· 

UNDEFINED 

PLAYBAt~ ~--"- _._J~~~~E-~~D~---·~~-1-
PLA YBAC K TIME 

-...__~ __,___ ____ • __ .J.. -~-L-. ---· , __ .L-...-.i.. • ..__ . ...J -

UNDEFINED 
-..L-.J.-~-~ ,_J_ _L-.....: __ .J.,_ - __ ....... .t._. -'··-· 

UNDEFINED 

UNDEFTN~~---~ _-··:_~ T·s-p-r_c~ ~u Nf :~-=-
SAMPLE COUNT contd. I---_.___,___.___.____. __ .___.___.___,,__ -~- - ---· -
DATA SAMPLES 

,.___,__~_._____,_____._ _ _,__,_..___,.__ . J-. _.J._.J... _,L. __ 

1--...._-t--'---'---'- --' - _,__,__...,_ _ J - • .J. - .L- .-. _1 -· - .:. .. 

.,___.___.__~___._--'--.,,___,__ -· ·-.l---- L .. - ... 

1----'---f--'-____,L-'---'---'---'--'-- ..__-'-- .l..--.l- --'-

.,_~- _..,__,___.____._--'--..__..,___.__L__ .L........L -· J_ 

I---'-_.__.____.,__...__.___,__.___.___._.,__ .J._ -'--'--

2528 DAT A SAMPLES 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Figure RSC-11-6-2. MEDIUM-BAND RECORD FORMAT 
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3. Bandwidth Reduction Filter Software 

The wideband data tapes, containing the wideband video segmented 

spectrum ( 8 MHz) data obtained from the "backup" radio science re-

rei vers, are replayed at the WRS through the Bandwidth Reduction Filter 

(BRF). The data are processed in this filter to mix the signal with 

a local oscillator signal and sum the specified number of samples 

to compress the data 6efore inputting the sum to the computer. 

The bandwidth reduction software is used to record the BRF 

output data on the magnetic tape. The data are data-chained 

into a four-segment circular 6uffer, and when a segment is filled, 

it is written on the computer magnetic tape. The software also 

controls the frequency of the digital oscillator, within the 

BRF, by adjusting its ramp rate to follow the predicted frequency 

profile. This posteriori profile information is obtained from 

the NOCC Support System. 

When the entire ORA tape has been processed, the computer 

compatible tapes are replayed to verify the presence of a signal 

in the recorded data. The tapes are read and the data processed 

using a Fourier transform algorithm to obtain a frequency spectrum 

of the data. 

The format of the computer-compatible tape is shown in 

Figure RSC-11-1, Wide6and Radio Science Data Format which is 

extracted from Doc. 820-13. 
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WORD 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
l l 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

2019 
2020 

BIT 

820-13; Rev. A 
RSC- 11-1 

l . 2 3 ' 4 's 6 7 8, 9 110 111 !12 '13 !14 115 1 16 

*~ PROBE No. TAPE No. 

,.., ~ 

~ ,..,, 

RECORD No. 
RECORD LENGTH 

DAY OF YEAR I STATION 
H.D. T.D. U.D. T.H. 
U.H. T.M. U.M. T.S. 

·.-u. s. µ. SEC (M.S.D.) 
' 

µ. SEC (L. S. D.) CONFIG 
SPARE WORD COUNTER 
WORD COUNTER SAMPLE 

DECIMATION COUNT 
ERROR COUNT 

' . . . -
PHASE REG! STER 

I .. -· ·- . ' J -
PHASE REGISTER FREQUENCY REGISTER 

- ' . . . . ' -FREQUENCY REGISTER 
M REGISTER 

: 

·' . -
N REGISTER 

RATE ACCUMULATOR -
' . . ' I 

DECIMATIONS PER SECOND 
MODE REG! STER 

' .. 
COS¢ PATA 
s~ d 4'.D°ArA ' . ··-

--
,. - ·•- I • •· - • 

.. .1.. - • I .! -••'-••• 

..... ! - • •·; !- .• ' • • 

l ,_ . - .i •• i , •. --

J. - • . J.. •. :__ 4 ••• '·· •. J.. -

_ ........ L •• - ._L _ _L ··-

. ,:, __ - ·- ! - ~- .. _.:., ___ ...J,... • 

~ -1--..__ ____ __,,~~--------..........._._-cos OAT.A. 

l 2 3 4 . 5 , 6 : 7 '. 8 : 9 · 10. 11 '12 13 14 15 16 

* BRF STATUS **REDUCTION SEQUENCE RECORD 

Figure RSC-11-1. WIDEBAND RADIO SCIENCE DATA FORMAT 
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APPENDIX A 

EXCERPT OF DSN TELECOMMUNICATIONS ATMOSPHERIC 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FROM DOCUMENT 810-5, 
REV. D. DSN/FLIGHT PROJECT INTERFACE DESIGN 

810-5; Rev. D 
TCI-40; Rev. A 

c. Weather-Induced Attenuation. Taole 1 presents a cumu-

lative pro6a6ility distri6ution function of additional 
X-oand zenith attenuation due to clouds at each Deep 
Space Communications Complex for every year-quarter and 
day-quarter. Table 2 gives year-quarter average distri-
outions for X-6and. Ta6le 3 gives whole-year average 
distributions for both S- and X-band. All three tables 
include effects of non-precipitating clouds only. No 
error tolerances have been provided for the entries in 
these ta61es. Uncertainties in the original attenuation 
estimates have already been included in the computation 
of these distributions, which, in fact, constitute a 
description of the long-term uncertainty in cloud attenu-
ation. Nevertheless, the tables are believed to be 
pessimistic. Attenuations were not obtained from micro-
wave measurements, but were inferred from records of 
visual cloud observations. 
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810-5; Rev. D 

TCI-40; Rev. A I 
) 

Table 1. Distributions of X-Band Zenith Cloud Attenuation, dB@ 

Complex Year Local 50* 70* 8()-k 85* 9()-k Quarter'l\-lr Time* 
DF 00 .ooo .ooo .012 .043 .083 

DF 06 .ooo .000 .020 .036 .078 

DF 12 .ooo .005 .048 .078 .122 

DF 18 .ooo • 013 .036 .057 .088 

MM 00 .000 .ooo .ooo .007 .024 

MM 06 .000 .ooo .012 .024 .041 

Goldstone, MM 12 .ooo .ooo .022 .038 .059 
California, MM 18 .ooo .001 .027 .043 • 062 USA 

JA 00 • 000 .000 .000 .004 .015 

JA 06 .000 .000 .000 .011 • 019 

JA 12 .000 .ooo .014 .023 .044 

JA 18 .000 .002 • 019 .041 .074 

SN 00 .ooo .000 .000 .010 .020 

SN 06 .000 .000 .014 .023 .037 

SN 12 .ooo .000 .011 • 019 .028 

SN 18 .000 .ooo .012 .017 .024 

DF 00 .ooo .014 .096 .163 .232 

DF 06 .ooo .014 .096 .163 .232 

DF 12 .000 .014 .051 .089 .142 

DF 18 .000 .000 .010 .020 .043 

MM 00 .ooo .013 .065 .104 .145 

Canberra, MM 06 .ooo .013 .065 .104 .145 

Australia MM 12 .ooo .008 .042 .076 .114 

- MM 18 .ooo .000 .009 .022 .057 -
JA 00 .000 .017 .059 .098 • 151 

. 
JA 06 .000 .017 .059 .098 .151 

JA 12 .ooo .014 .• 047 .082 .133 

JA 18 .ooo .010 .037 .073 .124 

SN 00 .000 .005 .063 .140 • 234 

SN 06 .ooo .005 :;:-_. .063 .140 .234 

--.-.·- ... 

95* 

• 145 
.166 

.189 

.164 

.059 

.072 

.093 

.089 
• 057 
.071 

.086 

.124 

.029 

.067 

.061 

.042 

• 307 

.307 . ' 

.222 

.094 

.199 

.199 

.161 

.116 

• 240 
.240 

• 211 
.198 
• 351 

• 351 



810-5; Rev. D 
(l TCI-40; Rev. A 

Table 1. Distributions of X-Band Zenith Cloud Attenuation, dB (Continued)@ 

Complex Year- Local SO* 70* 80* 85* 90* 95* 
Quarter** Timeilrk 

Canberra, SN 12 .000 .023 • 070 .114 .180 • 288 
Australia SN 18 • 000 .000 • 021 • 046 • 096 • 19 7 
(contd) 

DF 00 • 00 3 .019 .097 .140 • 189 • 26 7 

DF 06 .005 .042 .139 .218 .321 .479 

DF 12 • 010 .064 .139 .190 • 265 • 378 

DF 18 • 016 .053 .103 • 132 .166 .227 

MM 00 .000 .025 .079 .132 .217 • 320 

MM 06 .000 .021 .083 .216 .380 .646 

MM 12 • 001 • 079 .180 .258 • 357 • 520 

Madrid, MM 18 .000 .031 .114 .174 .261 .394 
Spain JA 00 • 000 .ooo .010 .021 • 055 .118 

JA 06 .000 .001 .016 .032 .070 .138 

JA 12 .ooo .001 .025 .043 .088 • 192 

JA 18 .000 .006 .018 .025 .039 .145 

SN 00 .ooo .002 .037 .113 • 18 l • 273 

SN 06 .000 .014 .105 .169 • 249 .364 

SN 12 .ooo .022 .088 .123 .166 • 240 

SN 18 .000 .021 .070 .100 .138 .191 

*Probability (percent) that attenuation does not exceed tabulated value. 

**Legend DF c December-February 
MM = March-May 
JA = June-August 
SN= September-November 

- 00 c 2100-0300 hours . 
06 = 0300-0900 hours } Local standard time 

· 12 = 0900-1500 hours 
18 = 1500-2100 hours . -



810-5; Rev. D 
TCI-40; Rev. A 

Table 2. Averaged Year-Quarter Distributions of Zenith Cloud 
Attenuation for X-Band, dB Q) 

Complex Year- 50* 70k 80k 85* 90k Quarter** 

Goldstone, DF • 000 .ooo • 029 • 055 .094 
California, MM • 000 • 000 • 014 .028 • 049 
USA JA • 000 • 000 • 009 .017 .036 

SN .ooo .ooo .010 .017 .026 

DF • 000 • 00 9 .043 • 093 • 165 

Canberra, MM .ooo .006 .037 .077 .120 
Australia JA .ooo .014 • 050 .088 • 140 

SN .ooo .o 10 .050 .102 .186 

DF • 00 7 .045 .116 • 159 • 224 

Madrid, rM .ooo .033 • 117 .191 .292 
Spain JA • 000 • 001 .017 • 029 • 063 

SN .000 .015 .077 .123 .177 

95* 

• 168 
• 08 2 
.093 
.046 

• 262 
.176 
• 224 
.305 

• 331 
.464 
.144 
.266 

*Probability (percent) that attenuation does not exceed tabulated value. 

"'*Legend DF = December-February 
MM = March-May 
JA = June-August 
SN= September-November 

Table 3. Averaged Whole-Year Distributions of Zenith Cloud 
Attenuation for S- and X-Band, dBQ) 

Complex 50* 7 Ok 8 o,tr 85* 9 ()'k 

X-Band 

Goldstone .ooo .000 .013 .025 .048 
Canberra .ooo • 010 • 045 • 088 • 146 

Madrid .ooo .018 · .072 .122 .188 -. 
S-Band . 

Goldstone .ooo .000 -;ooo .001 .003 

Canberra .ooo • 000 • 00 3 • 007 .011 

Madrid .ooo .001 .004 .008 .014 

*Probability (percent) that attenuation does not exceed tabulated 

95* 

.097 
• 241 
.300 

.006 

.018 

.023 

value 
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/\PPE::l;DJX B 

DERIVf..TIO:~ OF THE BJ..::iJi-HDTH REDUCTIOI~ 
J.SSE>lBLY DIGIHL FILTt? 

The following is intended to sivc a concept~al understanding 
of the signal processing perfor~ed by th~ band~idth reduction asse~bly. 
Effects of noise and quantization are not considered. 

A simplified block diagram of the sjgnal processing involved in the 
bandwidth reduction is shown below. 

x(nAt) 1'1-1 
u(nAt) 

A sin 4> (nAt) ---1~ cos c;> p (nAt) 
a 

I: x [(n-k) At] 
k=O 

'Pa(t) 

¢p(t) 

At 

s 

= 

= 

= 
= 

y(nL\t) 

sin ¢ (nAt) 
p 

N-1 
y[(n-k)At] 1---c... v(n~t) 

k=O 

actual ieceiv~d signal (probe) phase 

predicted received signal (probe) phase 

(input) data sample interval = 
l sample rate(= 4b. MHz for PIO-VENUS,= 16 MHz for 

Voyager I, II (Saturn Encounter) 

The digital filter input sequences x(nAt) and y(n.6.t.) are given by 

x(nAt) = 

= 

y(n.At) = 

= 

A 

2 

A 

2 
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Note that the first term in the final expressions for x(n&.) 
and y(nAt) above is a sampled sisnal of frequency wd(t) = ~a(t) -
~r!t) whil! the second term is a sa~pled signal of freque~cy w 5 (t) 
= ¢a Ct) + q:,p(t). If 4'p(t) is properly co!".lputed wd(t) « u:6 (t). The 
lo~ frequency term is the desired output of the digital filters. 

The frequency response of the digital filters can be determined by 
noting that if x(n.6t) = ej 2Tift"..6t then u(r:.6.t) = H(f)ej 2TTfnAt where 
H(f) is the frequency re3ponse of tile filter. Computing u(n6t) yields 

u(nAt) 

and thus 

N-1 

= I: ej2TTf(n-k)At 
K=O 

H( f) 

N-1 

= I: e-j2.rkfAt 
k=O 

As is to be expected, H(f) is periodic with period 
the series yields At 

sin TT NfAt 
H(f) = 8 -jTT(N-1 )fAt 

sin TT fAt 

Summing 

the magnitude of which is sketched below as a function of fAt for N=7. 

H(f) 

. . . • • • 

-1.0 -0.5 
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Note that in general the first zero of the frequency respons~ occurs 
at fAt = 1/N. If IPp(nAt) is properJy computed fd::.t = wd~t/2n < 1/2t,. 
Since the sar::pling interval At = 1 /2E wLere B is the input bar.dwicth 
(Nyquist rate) 

2b B 
f d < = 

2N N 

corresponding to a bandwidth reduction factor of at least N. This 
in turn means that the output samples need only be co~puted at intervsls 
of NLt ( corresponding to an "integrate and dump" filter) resultin£ 
in a significant reduction of data. The ratio N of the input tample 
rate to the output sample rate is called the "Decirr.ation Ratio. 11 Of 
course, care must be taken that f sAt = w~t/2TT corre::;ponds t_o a point 
of high attenuation in the filter response relative to f~t. 

As an example, the actual bandwidth reduction asse~bly has the 
following specifications: 

a) 

b) 

Input bandwidth ·-

t.t 1 = s where S 

B l = 2t.t 
= Nyquist Rate 

c) Decimation Ratio N adjustable from 200 to 4000 
(corresponding to the number of samples sunnned) 

Computing the first zero of the filter response for N=200 and 4000 
yields output bandwidths for the two sampling rates, as follows: 

N=200 s 16 X 106 
fl = 40 kHz, and = = 2 X 200 2 X 200 

4..l_ X 106 
f2 

6 = 10.4 kHz = 2 X 200 
N=4ooo s 16 X 106 

f3 = 2 kHz, and = 2 X 4000 = 2 X 4000 

4..l_ X 106 
f4 

6 520 Hz = 2 X 4000 = 

Notel as discussed above, that fd must be less than half the value 
of the first zero of the filter.response if the Nyquist rate for the 
output signal is to be maintained. 
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